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Abstract

In this paper, I argue that to truly understand the complexity and “high prevalence” of acid violence against
women in Bangladesh, we must pay attention to the confluence of political, economic and historical forces that
make certain social groups more vulnerable to such extreme violence and suffering. By tracing the life history
narrative of survivors of gender based violence, I hope to make it evident that acid throwing — a form of gendered
violence — has to be understood beyond a “culturalist” framework, which explains this phenomenon as a product of
harmful patriarchal cultural practices, seemingly more prevalent in certain South Asian cultures. Rather, I argue, acid
violence has to be understood within a boarder “structural inequality” framework, which maps the vulnerability of
the victims onto their life trajectory shaped by the complex forces of globalization, neoliberal development, patriarchy
and poverty. Focusing on the systemic oppression faced by vulnerable social groups, whether embedded in family,
kin and community structures or the global capitalist system, I argue that mapping a trajectory of suffering can aid in
imaging a more nuanced and humane transnational analysis and response with regards to violence against women.

1 Introduction
Chronicling the vulnerability and suffering of marginal-
ized populations in Haiti, the poorest country in the West-
ern Hemisphere, researcher Farmer (2005, p. 369) asks
the critical question, “By what mechanisms, precisely, do
social forces ranging from poverty to racism become em-
bodied as individual experience?”. A remarkable feature
of Farmer’s analysis includes charting the biographies of
victims of violence to bring to light the trajectory of suf-
fering they experienced as a consequence of their gen-
dered vulnerabilities. Farmer underscores the point that,
“social forces at work [in Haiti] have also structured risk
for most forms of extreme suffering, from hunger to torture
and rape”. He demonstrates that in order to truly under-
stand how and why certain victims met with tragic deaths
by AIDS and political violence, one has to further con-
textualize their lives within the intersecting axis of colo-
nialism, poverty, racism, and sexism. Farmer’s method-
ological approach enables us to understand violence as
gendered and structural as opposed to an act encapsulated
within the contours of a single incident.

In this article, I will argue that to truly understand the
complexity and prevalence of the phenomenon of “acid
attacks” and other violence against individual women and
girls in South Asia, we must pay attention to the conflu-

ence of political, socioeconomic and historical forces that
make certain social groups more vulnerable to such ex-
treme violence and suffering. By examining case stud-
ies of survivors in the Acid Survivors Foundation (ASF)
Bangladesh- commissioned report, Conflict Dynamics of
Acid Violence: 10 Case Studies on Conflicts Dynamics of
Acid (Patriarchal) Violence in Bangladesh (ASF 2007),
I hope to shed light on the way that acid throwing — a
form of gendered violence — must be understood beyond
the “culturalist” framework that predominantly shapes
transnational human rights campaigns for gender justice.
These campaigns rely on narratives that are made intelli-
gible as human rights stories through the deployment of
ideological and hegemonic categories of patriarchy and
cultural difference.

Through a powerful transnational media circuit, these
concepts are assumed to be a logical analytic frame-
work to explain why violence against women is seemingly
more prevalent in certain cultures — namely those in the
Global South. Instead, I believe that acid violence has
to be understood within a broader “structural inequality”
framework, which maps the vulnerability of the victims
onto their life trajectories shaped by the multiple complex
forces of globalization, patriarchy and poverty. As such,
this essay is a continuation of two decades of my work

1
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on acid violence in Bangladesh. While, previously, I have
written extensively on acid violence as structural violence,
based on ethnographic research including in-depth inter-
views with activists, practitioners and survivors, (Chowd-
hury 2011) in this essay I intend to focus on the narra-
tive production of acid violence within a transnational hu-
man rights regime. Deploying multi-disciplinary theoret-
ical and methodological approaches including discourse,
narrative and political economic analysis, as well as use
of primary and secondary sources, I argue for the im-
portance of examining historical, economic, cultural and
political processes that make certain social groups more
vulnerable to extreme violence. In addition, by examin-
ing the frames of gender violence deployed in narratives
of human rights within non-governmental organization or
NGO-reports, I want to draw out the underlying assump-
tions shaping responses to this phenomenon mounted by
the state and transnational activist networks. Focusing on
the systemic oppression faced by vulnerable social groups
and considering their contextual realities will aid in the
development of what Landgren (2005) describes as a more
“protective environment” for marginalized populations to
live more freely from abuse, exploitation and violence.

2 Narrative and Human
Rights Campaigns

In this paper, I want to draw attention to the importance
of stories and testimonials in human rights campaigns
and the ways in which narratives give meaning to ex-
periential truths as well as aid in strategic mobilizing
while both assisting and impeding transnational move-
ment building. Though testimonials and stories are in-
herently about the individual, like Farmer, I am interested
in the ways in which analyzing the life trajectories of an
individual can be used to illuminate the structural factors
related to gendered violence. To do so, I draw on recent
case studies compiled in Conflict Dynamics of Acid Vi-
olence (ASF 2007), a report commissioned by the Acid
Survivors Foundation in Dhaka Bangladesh. The objec-
tive of this ASF report is to engender greater understand-
ing of the phenomenon of acid violence and to offer rec-
ommendations to address it. The analysis of the narratives
in this paper is an attempt on my part to further discus-
sions on more effective transnational human rights advo-
cacy with regards to gender violence. It is not my inten-
tion to assess the authenticity or value of the narratives,
but rather to bring attention to the processes of narrative
construction, interpretation, circulation, and reception in
order to demonstrate how all of these registers are imbued
in power relations that shape and inform human rights
campaigns. Furthermore, I deploy a transnational femi-
nist analysis, which illuminates the far-reaching relations

of domination and oppression in these every day narra-
tives (Stone-Mediatore 2002).

Conflict Dynamics of Acid Violence locates the root
cause of acid violence in patriarchy and hegemonic mas-
culinity. Even though the report lists myriad factors
contributing to acid attacks including material interests,
lack of women’s rights, political instability, and capi-
talist development in the region, it prioritizes a “com-
mon sense” logic of patriarchal values and attitudes as
the main cause of violence against women. It suggests
that marriage and kinship systems form the core of so-
cietal organization in Bangladesh. These systems are a
derivative of feudal patriarchal arrangements which, when
threatened, lead to expressions of hegemonic masculin-
ities manifested through domination and control. Addi-
tionally, the report brands acid violence as a crime lim-
ited mostly to the rural and lower socio-economic groups.
While this may be the case for acid violence in particu-
lar, another recent survey conducted by the Government
of Bangladesh and sponsored by the United Nations Pop-
ulation Fund (UNFPA) has confirmed domestic violence
against women in Bangladesh transcends class, religion,
and the rural-urban divide. An astonishing 87% of mar-
ried women in this survey across various axes of identity
reported abuse (Hossain 2014). In this context, to label
acid violence against women as a problem inflicting the
poor population contributes to the overall sentiments in
the region that poverty and violence are naturally inter-
twined, and that acid violence is a form of exceptional
violence among the poor. The ASF report chooses to
make this claim based on the method of inflicting harm
on women: that is, the use of acid as a weapon with the
express desire to disfigure women. Here too, the report
suggests that the use of acid is a particular choice made
by impoverished men socialized to enact hegemonic mas-
culinity in a patriarchal society. Acid as a weapon is in-
tended to destroy the feminine self and subjectivity of the
targets by permanently disfiguring women’s bodies. Be-
cause of the population of the men in question — undere-
ducated, under or unemployed — the aggression is under-
stood to be a pathology of those men who want to assert
power and domination to compensate their experiences of
insufficient masculinity.

The report also places substantive blame on the perpe-
trators’ psychosocial temperament and suggests that many
of them might suffer from “personality problems.” Based
on interviews with male perpetrators currently in prison,
the report also concludes that these personality problems
might explain their propensity towards violence. The re-
port states, “Also most men had some deeply ingrained
psychic hatred towards women folk and wanted to ‘pun-
ish’ them for whole life. The attitude might be related
to their social upbringing” (p. 5). In addition, the re-
port finds that the six perpetrators interviewed for this
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study came from large families and low socio-economic
backgrounds “where there is no basic education includ-
ing moral teachings” (p. 35). Spiritual practice among the
group was low, and they also had contacts with local polit-
ical parties. While none of them had “specific mental ill-
ness. . . they had a personality profile in which they had in-
tolerance and low frustration threshold to other people’s
attitude, feelings, likings and disliking” (p. 5).

Contrary to the report’s position on acid violence as
an exceptional form of violence enacted by poor men
on women, I would argue that while the use of acid as
a weapon to disfigure the victim might be more highly
prevalent in poorer communities, the intent behind the
crime cannot be reduced to a pathology of the poor. Cer-
tainly, the report provides no explanation regarding the
causal link it makes between low socioeconomic status
and lack of moral teachings. In 2011, the domestic abuse
suffered by an assistant professor at Dhaka University,
who was also a graduate student in Canada pursuing a
Ph.D. degree, made national and international headlines.
Her husband, an engineer, brutally attacked her in the
presence of their 5-year old daughter in the home of his
in-laws. He did not want his wife to pursue a Ph.D. de-
gree and accused her of infidelity. His intention, not un-
like perpetrators from lower socioeconomic groups, was
also to disfigure and disable his wife in order to end her
public and professional life. He not only intended to jeop-
ardize his wife’s career but also in the process he physi-
cally imprinted the impact of the violence on her. Else-
where, I have written extensively about the intent behind
men throwing acid at women as an attempt to end their
public lives as well as their economic and social mobil-
ity (Chowdhury 2011). This case helps broaden our un-
derstanding of gender violence as complex — involving
cultural (symbolic) as well as economic and political fac-
tors — and cutting across class, education and rural/urban
divides. The perpetrator in this case, an educated, middle-
class male did not use acid as the chosen weapon, but the
intent was similar. Urban and middle class men’s fam-
ily, community and spiritual morals however are rarely
perceived as contributing to violent action to the extent
they are for poor men. Six months following the attack
on the Ph.D. student, a Bangladeshi migrant worker to the
UAE cut off the fingers of his wife’s right hand so that
she could not sit for her college exam. One newspaper re-
ports, “The incident is one of a number of acts of domes-
tic violence targeting educated women in recent months”
(Ethirajan 2011). The assistant professor commented in
an interview with CBC News that, “When you belong to
the privileged class, you never think domestic violence
can happen to you.” (Wells 2013). Her statement con-
firms extreme violence is not limited to the poor or under-
educated classes and neither is the motive to disfigure and
disable women as a means to end their social and eco-

nomic mobility. Surprisingly, neither of these cases were
referred to as examples of long-term abuse. In contrast,
the story of Banu in the ASF report follows a trajectory of
long-term abuse accompanied by jealousy and suspicion,
ultimately leading to the acid attack. Banu was a migrant
domestic worker in Kuwait whose husband upon her re-
turn “checked” her uterus to find out whether or not she
was pregnant by another man. He was convicted of the
crime of acid throwing and continued to harass his wife
by sending letters with messages such as “who can love
has the right to hit” (ASF 2007, p. 32). These three cases
were neither “crimes of passion” nor caused singularly
by poverty as cases of extreme violence are often charac-
terized. In each situation, the act of disfiguring/marking
was preceded by years of abuse known to the families of
the victims, and the planning of the attack was methodical
and elaborate. Moreover, abuse that precedes the “acid vi-
olence” is routinely sanctioned by family, community and
society who expect women to abide by social codes of
femininity such as obedience and compromise (maniye-
cholo) (Saleh 2011).

Contrary to the assumption that violence against
women is more prevalent in “traditional cultures” where
misogyny is embedded in family and kinship structures
[see for instance, Asra Nomani’s (2011) evaluation of the
Bangladeshi Ph.D. student’s case as an “honor crime”],
my analysis of the three examples above and of other ASF
case studies departs from existing understanding of gen-
der violence and human rights advocacy in two key ways.
First, it highlights how the risk of violence increases when
women move beyond existing gender norms. Second,
it shows how violence coincides with significant social
transformations in gender relations. Together, these in-
sights challenge a predominant narrative that links gen-
dered violence in “developing” countries like Bangladesh
with tradition and cultural stasis within the intimate realm
of the family. Instead, my analysis points to the possi-
bility that violence signals the opposite: societal trans-
formations occurring in the economic and cultural realms
and the resistance to these shifts that encompass the larger
public. More women in Bangladesh are now educated,
and more are joining the labor force. Social mobility
for women can actually incite more violence, especially
against those who are more educated or better employed,
when traditional forms of social control become ineffec-
tive.

Therefore, it is analytically dangerous, I believe,
to relegate broader economic and political forces that
impede women’s human rights to peripheral causes of
gender violence as is done in the ASF report. Fur-
ther, locating the reasons for violence in men’s psy-
chosocial (pre)disposition and within low socio-economic
groups takes attention away from the fact that violence
against women cuts across class and urban-rural divides in
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Bangladesh and makes it an individual rather than struc-
tural problem. It reifies anti-poor and anti-rural myths that
these populations are excessively patriarchal and back-
ward, unable to transcend traditional culture that sanc-
tions violence against women. Grewal (2013) has recently
argued patriarchy as an analytic concept that has been
“outsourced” by western (U.S.) and urban Indian locales
and relegated to distant national and rural cultures respec-
tively. What this outsourcing achieves is to make a static
patriarchy the site of the problem, which then has to be
overcome by the backward regions of the world. She ar-
gues that this kind of analysis forecloses the possibility of
more nuanced, historicized and conflictual kinds of anal-
yses, particularly in relation to “spectacular violence.”
Grewal looks at the production of the concept of honor
killings in transnational media circuits and critiques how,
where, and when violence against women gets named as
a specific crime.

Similarly, acid violence against women evokes a par-
ticular meaning, identity and culture that follows a class
and racial logic in the media. The ways in which such
crimes enter popular consciousness are thoroughly me-
diated by a transnational circuit where culture and patri-
archy are coded as difference, excessively so in regions
such as the Middle East and South Asia. A closer look
into human rights reporting — particularly NGO docu-
ments — reveals the term acid violence is deeply ideo-
logical. The implicit and sometimes explicit assumption
is that patriarchal violence is an expression of hegemonic
masculinity and happens exclusively in the context of an
unchanging traditional culture where men are motivated
by emotions like unbridled anger and jealousy; “modern”
men however, whether in western or urban contexts, are
above such pathological expressions. Yet, the astounding
rates of violence against women in the U.S. and in ur-
ban locales such as Dhaka completely belie these power-
ful myths. This lazy treatment of patriarchy as essential to
particular locations while overlooking economic and po-
litical issues can serve to generate only partial and often
misguided recognition of gender violence as a complex
phenomenon.

Despite its developmentalist portrayal of the relation-
ship between poverty, tradition, and violence, a deeper
reading of the ASF report can help counter the myth that
acid attacks are crimes of passion committed by young
men who are driven to the edge of sanity when rejected
by women. Instead, as in the case of Banu and others
in the report, it is evident that the perpetrator(s) methodi-
cally planned the attack and chose acid as the weapon in
order to inflict a certain kind of damage — disfigurement,
marking the body — as opposed to murder. In that sense,
the crime is certainly patriarchal, encompassing a rela-
tion of hierarchy and subordination and expressing con-
trol through masculinist behavior. However, patriarchy

alone as an analytic category may not adequately explain
the phenomenon of acid violence. In at least eight of the
cases described in the ASF report, it is evident that the
underlying reasons leading to the attack included disputes
over property and money, family conflict, ethnic tensions,
and political clout or lack thereof. In two cases written up
in the report, women were doused with acid by men who
wanted to marry them and were rejected by the women’s
families, rather than directly rejected by the women them-
selves. While it is true that women are targeted for indi-
vidual and family shaming, it is also important to note
the family decision to reject the men in such cases in ac-
cordance with the individual women’s choices. This of-
ten hidden layer is emphasized here in order to disrupt
the orientalist narrative that individual women perceived
to be operating outside of family and community bound-
aries who defy patriarchy are singularly made to pay the
price because women’s agency is not tolerated in “tradi-
tional” societies. Two of the victims in the report were
male, and in one of these cases a female perpetrator was
involved in the crime. The two cases of acid violence
against men — which I will briefly mention below as a
way to broaden our understanding of patriarchy and its re-
lation to the feminization of certain men — underscored
a different kind of hierarchy between men. The attacks in
all ten cases were preceded by verbal and in some cases
physical abuse, threats and intimidation. Furthermore, in
some instances, there were longer periods of ongoing dis-
putes, all of which show that the violence is not a singu-
lar act motivated by blinding rage rather a calculated and
planned course of action.

3 Shukhibanu’s Story
The longest case study in the ASF report is one that
maps the life trajectory of a twenty-five year old woman,
Shukhibanu, and it is instructive because it enables an
analysis of the confluence of factors leading to her gen-
dered vulnerability and victimization. Shukhibanu was an
orphan who was raised by her elder siblings. Not want-
ing to be a burden to her sister’s family, she left their
home and made her way to Dhaka. There, she met a
woman whom she refers to as “Apa.” Apa took her in
and found her a job in a garment factory. For four years,
she worked in the garment factory and dutifully handed
over all her earnings to this woman. She moved up the
ranks from helper to operator and earned Tk. 5000/month
(US $625). Apa arranged her marriage to a day laborer,
and Shukhibanu began giving her salary to her father in
law and husband. Eventually she found out that her hus-
band had a wife and two children in his village home.
When Shukhibanu had a daughter, she ended up taking
care of all three children as the first wife “cut off her re-
lationship with their [the children’s] father” (p. 12). De-
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spite Shukhibnau’s clear disappointment in her husband’s
deceptions and other abuses including verbal and physi-
cal, she says, “Then I made myself understand that once I
got married then nothing remains in life. I decided to be
with him” (p. 12). Shukhibanu’s in-laws began pressur-
ing her to bring money from her brothers, but this money
was neither “enough” for her husband and in laws nor put
to good use. When she moved in with her brothers, her
husband made her return to his house despite the broth-
ers’ objections. Surprisingly, Shukhibanu took her hus-
band’s side in this argument and told her brother, “He
is my husband. If I do anything wrong, he has the right
to punish me.” Verbal harassment and beatings contin-
ued. Her husband brought his first wife home, and when
Shukhibanu objected her father in law said, “This is what
is called punishment for not bringing money from your fa-
ther’s house. From now on, you two wives will have to be
in this house together. You both have to work in the gar-
ments factory. It will be judged who is good, who is bad,
and who can survive the test” (p. 14). All of Shukhibanu’s
earnings were controlled by her in laws, and even after
many years of backbreaking labor in the garment factory
she was not able to save anything for her daughter. When
she bought a pair of jeans and a shirt for her daughter, her
husband became very angry and asked, “Why on earth
should you buy pant shirt for a girl?” Shukhibanu de-
scribes her situation saying “My life is shattered, earnings
are finished. I could not fulfill my smallest desire of buy-
ing a gift for my daughter” (p. 15). She declared that she
would give her husband her earnings but no longer sleep
with him. She began to spend her nights at her landlord’s
house with his mother instead of with her husband. It is
at this juncture her husband poured acid on Shukhibanu at
night while she slept.

While common assumptions about violence blame pa-
triarchal structures like inequality in marriage as well as a
lack of “moral teachings” that result in personality prob-
lems in individuals, applying a life trajectory analysis in
Shukhibanu’s case can illuminate broader social struc-
tures that exacerbate gender-based violence. A structural
reading of Shukhibanu’s life trajectory reveals that she did
not have family/patriarchal provision or protection from
an early age. This lack of protection/provisionled her
to what appears to be a benevolent patriarchal situation
where she deposited her earnings and salary to the “Apa”
who provided her with shelter and a job and then arranged
her marriage to a day laborer. Her husband then turned
to his Shukhibanu — another instance of the failure of
patriarchal contract — to provide a steady source of in-
come. It is through her earnings she bought her husband
a rickshaw and a cow. Family/patriarchal protection was
always tenuous for Shukhibanu even though she held on
to its elusive structure. She overlooked her husband’s de-
ceptions and even acquiesced to his abuse by telling her

brother that her husband (provider/protector) had the right
to “punish” her. Yet unable to secure any financial se-
curity or family support in this marriage, she finally re-
fused to continue sexual relations with him. Her husband
was, on the one hand, angered that Shukhibanu chose to
buy jeans and a shirt for their daughter (western garments
and linked to the overall anxiety about women’s emanci-
pation rhetoric through NGOization and neoliberal eco-
nomic development such as garment factories with pri-
marily female employees), and on the other, humiliated in
front of neighbors when she refused a sexual relation with
him. The first act defied his control of her earnings and
reflected her choice in clothing for her daughter as signi-
fying westernization, and the second denied him access to
her body.

The choice of acid as weapon is symbolic at multiple
levels. It disfigures (so Shukhibanu will no longer be de-
sirable to anyone else), permanently marks (leaves an im-
print on her body of the violence that is intended to shame
her for defying his authority) and potentially impairs vi-
sion and hearing (she is no longer readily employable and,
thus, inhibits her economic mobility as well as social mo-
bility). The use of acid needs to be contextualized within
the shift to more modern economies and rapidly indus-
trializing societies, like that of Bangladesh. Sulfuric and
nitric acid are widely, cheaply and easily available from
auto mechanic stores, leather factories, garment factories
and jewelry shops. Studies in Bangladesh link those ar-
eas with high frequency of acid attacks to the existence
of higher number of facilities that use acid (Chowdhury
2011). Economic and social initiatives of the state, pri-
vate industry and NGOs have made women central to the
vision of development in South Asia. The targeted inte-
gration of women into industrialization with the concomi-
tant under and unemployment of men has weakened male
provision/protection and shifted gender norms and prac-
tices. It is Shukhibanu who was the primary wage-earner
in her household although her economic mobility did not
alter her social roles/value. Should human rights reporting
prioritize culture and patriarchy over the societal transfor-
mations linked to such modernizing processes, or point
to how these registers are intricately interwoven? What
purpose does such culturalist life narratives like the ones
in the ASF report serve in activating human rights advo-
cacy?

4 Narrative, Violence, and Human
Rights

Feminist scholars Kay Schaffer and Sidonie Smith (2004)
and Wendy Hesford (2004) have critiqued the use of life
narratives in human rights campaigns featured in transna-
tional media circuits that contribute to spectacularizing
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third world violence. These narratives aid in the service
of generating public response, yet at the same time rein-
scribe problematic and simplistic generalizations. Schaf-
fer and Smith define life narrative as a broad term encom-
passing a range of personal storytelling based on the ex-
periential. Hesford locates the deployment of the genre
of life narratives, or “testimonio,” specifically within the
transnational human rights movement. These testimoni-
als, often by victims of gender violence in third world con-
texts, play a key role in advancing an international human
rights agenda by mobilizing diverse kinds of public into
action, even as they further romanticize spectacularized
renditions of the speaking subject. Hesford, citing Ul-
rich Baer, cautions that scholars and practitioners must ac-
count for the “ungovernability of trauma and the method-
ological and ethical crises posed by its representation”
(p. 98). This means recognizing that documentations, in-
terpretations, circulations, receptions, and representations
of trauma narratives cannot be contained and are always
incommensurable. Hesford terms this instability of nar-
rative genre a crisis of reference to mean “the inability
of representation to capture, as in fix or make static, the
truth” leading to difficulty yet opportunity in using these
narratives within human rights campaigns as stable refer-
ants to persuade legal and social action (p. 107).

The mediated nature of life narratives or their inter
subjectivity has pushed transnational feminist studies to
consider not only the social location of the writer, and the
“speaking subject,” but also the circumstances in which
the text is produced. The critical negotiation involved in
the struggle within which trauma narratives are told, lis-
tened to, and interpreted occurs within “available cultural
and national scripts and truth-telling conventions” (Hes-
ford 2004, p. 108). Here, the ASF-commissioned report is
a vehicle for furthering awareness, generating support and
resources, and recommending responses to acid violence.
The discursive subjectivity and agency of the narrator,
the Foundation itself, and the ethical responses the nar-
ratives evoke from diverse actors are shaped within such
rhetorical conventions. Elsewhere, I have written about
the donor-driven agenda of the ASF and how it espouses
a neoliberal vision of rehabilitating victims to reintegrate
them into the productive machinery of the state (Chowd-
hury 2005; 2011). This particular vision in animating ac-
tion and advocacy, I have argued, locates the oppression
of women in hegemonic notions of culture and patriarchy;
however, it does not recognize the structural violence em-
bedded in individual acts of violence.

Of particular interest to this discussion are the ways
in which “distant” narratives of trauma and suffering are
mediated within international human rights regimes, as
are the strategies and methodologies that render intelli-
gible the experiences of “foreign subjects” in local and
transnational sites. Pointing to the success of linking lo-

cal campaigns of gender violence to transnational move-
ments of human rights, Schaffer and Smith (2004) remind
us that

“In these instances, transits between the local
and global and within pockets of modernity
involve complex negotiations of traditional
and modernist discourses and practices. In
other instances, stories may be framed within
traditional, communal, religious, or philo-
sophic frameworks different from, but ar-
guably consonant with, modernist aspirations
for human dignity and social justice” (p. 17).

In other words trauma narratives located at the
intersection of local and global spaces might rely
on “common sense” scripts but also throw into cri-
sis existing paradigms of cross-border communications.
Shukhibanu’s testimony in the ASF commissioned re-
port can be deployed in explaining acid violence against
women in the dual registers of “backward rural patri-
archy” and “aberrant third world patriarchy” yet and
also unwittingly in opening up discussions of complex,
layered structural conditions of vulnerability. In that
sense, reading against the grain allows us to tap into the
Report’s ungovernable potential. Anthropologist Merry
(2009) argues that “violence in intimate relationships is
inseparable from societal conflict, violence, and injus-
tice,” and that gender violence is embedded not only in
kinship and family structures but just as much within eco-
nomic and political inequalities (p. 2). In other words,
gender violence is inextricably linked to structural vio-
lence. Narratives, like the ones in the report, are gendered
life trajectories and ought to be understood at the intersec-
tion of political protectionism, globalization, poverty and
sexism.

While most media reports focus on younger, often
adolescent, women being burned by rejected suitors, this
demographic makes up less than a quarter of all acid at-
tack cases in Bangladesh. Despite the numerical minor-
ity, it is this profile that has been highlighted most per-
sistently in transnational campaigns to mobilize support
from the global community. The reasons, I believe, are
two-pronged: first, and this is particularly true to the
Bangladesh context, organizing against acid violence re-
ally took off in the post-Beijing era where women’s NGOs
in the Global South were able to use international human
rights instruments, such as the Platform of Action with
its specific mandate on the “girl child,” to urge govern-
ments to act; second, and by no mean less critical, is the
power of the “spectacular violence against women” nar-
rative in human rights advocacy that elicits humanitarian
action on behalf of the third world victim subject. The
reining in of young women’s sexuality through seemingly
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patriarchal violence of acid attacks generates more atten-
tion and fits a certain script of third world violence within
the apparatus of human rights, which frequently resurrects
colonial tropes of “victim”, “savage” and “savior.” Le-
gal scholar Makau Mutua (2011) calls the constellation a
three-pronged metaphor where the victim and savage are
located within third world cultures and the savior in the
enlightened West. Even as these familiar narratives can
bolster human rights campaigns by mobilizing interna-
tional support, they can impede in mounting a layered re-
sponse whereby processes of neoliberalism and economic
restructuring, which have been studied as factors making
women’s lives more insecure and vulnerable to interper-
sonal and structural violence, are left unquestioned. Thus,
focusing on the adolescent third world victim subject can
elicit more speedy and concerted humanitarian interven-
tion, yet at the same time, it can underemphasize broader
structural questions.

Pointing to the inattention to global power relations
when analyzing gendered violence in the Global South,
Kamala Visweswaran (2004) posits that human rights re-
porting with regards to South Asia tends to rely on the lan-
guage of universal feminism and human rights, reducing
this region, and the nations and states within, to a static set
of cultural practices that are not only excessively harmful
to women but also erasing the long history of democratic
contestations and feminist activism on behalf of women in
the countries in question. Moreover, the role of political
conflict in exacerbating gender discriminatory practices in
distinct local contexts are subsumed under the catchall ex-
planation of what Uma Narayan (1997) calls “death by
culture.” Such strategies fore grounding gender essential-
ism, albeit important in mobilizing support for women,
tend to extricate women’s rights from those of their com-
munity and nation state and relocate them “in an abstract
international realm” that perpetuates the age-old colo-
nial logic famously articulated by Gayatri Spivak (1988)
of saving brown women from brown men (Visweswaran
2004, p. 484). Merry (2006) has cogently demonstrated in
her ethnography of the United Nations that activists resort
to using culture as an alibi to mount human rights advo-
cacy campaigns. In this way, the use of culture both bol-
sters and impedes human rights advocacy in campaigns
against gender violence. The other side of this narrative
is the obscuring of violence against women in the Global
North and the inextricable ways in which violence against
women worldwide is linked to global economic restruc-
turing and neoliberalism. In addition, this cultural script
underemphasizes the role of political conflict in exacer-
bating gender discriminatory practices. In case after case
in the ASF report, while misogyny certainly played a role
in the mode of violence chosen, equally culpable in the
design of this mode of violence was the fact that perpe-
trators knew that they were protected because of their sta-

tus (that of being affiliated with powerful political par-
ties). In contrast, however, most human rights policy re-
ports tend to downplay political conflict and overempha-
size the notion of honor and shame as patriarchal cultural
enforcers keeping women in South Asia more silent and,
therefore, victimized. Kamala Visweswaran’s (2004) elo-
quent questions are critical reminders here of a double
standard where women in the Global South are considered
exclusively to be victims of human rights abuse based on
culture. She asks,

“First, what would it mean to understand do-
mestic violence [and, I would add here, gen-
der violence in general] in South Asia and its
narrative production, as a product not only
of culture, but of state-level policy and the
neo-liberal economy? Second, what would it
mean to speak of a culture of violence against
US women, and to understand domestic vio-
lence in the United States as a human rights
issue?” (Visweswaran 2004, p. 511)

Attending to these questions aids in the shifting of the
discourse of gender violence, particularly acid violence,
from a purely culturalist to a much needed structural anal-
ysis.

5 National Realities of Acid Attacks
Acid attacks against women have been reported in many
countries around the world on the continents of North
America, Africa, Europe and Asia. Bangladesh, India,
and Cambodia are among the nations with the highest fre-
quency of acid violence. While there are common pat-
terns to the phenomenon across the region of South and
Southeast Asia, there are also important differences, and
looking at what is happening in Bangladesh specifically
can help us to better understand the experiences of the
survivors recorded by the ASF. According to a report writ-
ten by Kalantry and Kestenbaum (2011) and released by
the Avon Global Center for Women and Justice (2011),
since 1999, there have been roughly 3,000 reported cases
of acid attacks in Bangladesh. These numbers, however,
are not entirely reliable as not every case of acid attack is
reported. Governments do not maintain statistics on acid
attacks, a task usually undertaken by different NGOs that
at times yield reports with varied information. Perpetra-
tors, particularly in India and Bangladesh, are predomi-
nantly men, constituting more than 80%. (Kalantry and
Kestenbaum 2011, p. 14). In Bangladesh, nearly 60% of
victims are between the ages of 10 and 19. Often these
children are unintended targets who are hit as a result of
being close to the intended targets.
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Acid violence is perceived to be a gender-based vi-
olence with women and girls constituting the majority of
the victims with their lower social, economic and political
status contributing to their overall vulnerability, though
the story is much more complex. When the ASF (2009)
in Bangladesh researched the causes of acid violence for
their 2009 Annual Report, their study indicated that only
17% of the acid attacks in Bangladesh over the time period
of 1999 – 2002 were caused by rejection of love, marriage
or sex proposals. A study of newspapers in India indicated
only 35% of attacks were by rejected male suitors, yet this
is the profile of the crime that seems to make it into me-
dia and policy reports with persistent regularity (Kalantry
and Kestenbaum 2011, p. 20). This particular profile per-
haps overemphasizes the violence within the framework
of culture. The assumption here is that men in patriar-
chal societies cannot handle rejection and, therefore, bru-
talize women who dare to transgress cultural codes of con-
duct. In reality, land and business disputes are the leading
causes for acid violence, and older women are frequently
targeted as a means to desecrate families involved in these
disputes.

Two of the case studies in the ASF commissioned re-
port involve young women, Rupabanu and Chandbanu,
both in their teens when the attack occurred. In both cases
the rejection was compounded by social inequality be-
tween the victim and perpetrator. A cousin who wanted
to marry Rupabanu splashed her with acid 20 days after
her marriage to a NGO worker. She says that her parents
arranged her marriage to this man very quickly to protect
her from her cousin’s advances. It is evident that Rupa-
banu’s family held a higher status as they lived in their
own house but her cousin’s father was a farm worker. Her
cousin’s mother was eager to have her as a daughter in
law but did not have the courage to approach the family.
Rupabanu’s family aspired to marry her to a government
employee. She attended school and came from a more fi-
nancially solvent family than her cousin, Anis, whom she
describes as a “mastaan” (muscle man) who did not work
nor study was involved with a political group. This polit-
ical affiliation gave him clout, and he even went as far as
to threaten to carry Rupabanu off in a car if her parents
arranged her marriage elsewhere.

Chandbanu was also a teenager when she was attacked
by Abdul, who had worked in her father’s hand-loom fac-
tory. His proposal to marry Chandbanu was turned down
by her family as they did not consider him a suitable
match. Chandbanu was a student of Class Seven (Sev-
enth Grade) at the time. Following the rejection, Abdul
stopped working in the factory. He made many threats
about destroying her face and that nobody else could
marry her. The night of the attack, he came with two other
young men and threatened the neighbors to prevent them
from helping Chandbanu. In both these cases, it is rele-

vant to pay attention that the women are more educated
and from higher socioeconomic status. The men wielded
influence through affiliations to political party and other
men.

Because the violence is often rooted in various struc-
tural inequalities, men can also be victims of acid vio-
lence. The ASF report cites two cases where the victims
are male. In one, Kabil, a fifty-year-old man was attacked
when he tried to save his daughter-in-law from Ali, his
step-daughter’s former husband. This outcome was a re-
sult of a long and complicated animosity between Kabil,
Ali, and the step-daughter. Ali had tried to get Kabil ar-
rested on false charges numerous times. He had brutally
shot and murdered the second husband of Kabil’s step-
daughter. The step-daughter, complicit in these crimes,
had been continuing a relationship with her former hus-
band even after her second marriage. The couple was an-
gry for being cut off financially by the dead husband’s
brother and wanted revenge. She helped Ali lure Ka-
bil’s daughter-in-law into the jute fields where he tried to
rape her, presumably to inflict further harm to the family.
When Kabil intervened, he was attacked with a knife and
then splashed with acid. It is not clear for whom the acid
was intended: Kabil or his daughter-in-law. In the report
Ali is stated to have affiliation with a political party em-
boldening him in his criminal activities — a characteristic
that was also shared by all of the perpetrators profiled in
the report.

The second case involving an eighteen-year-old man,
Rahman, appears to be linked to a dispute over land and
money between step brothers. Rahman’s father had two
wives. The perpetrator was the son of the first wife. He
was older, had multiple wives and, therefore, felt more en-
titled to his father’s property. All the wives and their chil-
dren resided in the same household, and Rahman’s father
controlled the finances tightly. The family was financially
solvent and owned a lot of land. However, the perpetrator
seemed to squander money and get into trouble with the
law quite frequently. He also had connections to a polit-
ical party. When Rahman’s father gave Rahman a piece
of land to plough and earn his keep, the older brother be-
came angry. He felt that as a bachelor Rahman had no
need for land, so he poured acid on the sleeping Rahman
at night. The older brother wanted to teach him a les-
son and punished him by marking him permanently — an
expression of gendered power — not unlike the ways in
which women are marked by acid burn by their abusers.

Despite these two examples and because of the ways
that inequalities often intersect, it is disproportionately
women family members who are made to pay the price for
disputes that lead to violence. Because women are consid-
ered carriers of culture, they are singled out not only as a
vehicle through which to send a message of shame and
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defilement but also to further devalue their gendered sta-
tus and to bring economic hardship to the family. That
women are more likely to be burnt on the face — as op-
posed to other parts of the body as is the case with male
victims of acid attack — is a sign of both their social and
economic vulnerability. Political and historic forces ex-
acerbate this vulnerability. Whereas historically in South
Asia the groom’s family paid money or gave gifts to the
bride’s family upon marriage, processes of industrializa-
tion, consumer capitalism, and labor migration have re-
versed the trend (Kabeer 2000, p. 60). As women are in-
creasingly perceived as economic burdens, unmet dowry
demands and other forms of domestic disputes are met
with violence and abuse towards these women. Processes
of globalization have frequently made women’s positions
less secure and weakened the so called “patriarchal con-
tract” or men’s obligation towards women and their fam-
ilies. Even greater than the promise of male provision
is the notion of male protection without which women
would be deemed unworthy of respect and at greater risk
(Kabeer 2000, p. 187).

While Bangladesh does have the ASF dedicated to
meet the multi-pronged needs of victims, medical, le-
gal, or rehabilitative services available for victims are still
woefully scarce. One medical challenge is the widespread
ignorance about treating acid burns. The fact that washing
the wounds with water in the immediate aftermath of acid
burns significantly minimizes damage is not well known
among health care professionals (particularly at the lo-
cal levels), let alone the lay public. Nurun Nahar, a sur-
vivor in Bangladesh told me that her family tried to wash
her wounds with Dettol, an anti-septic, which caused her
more pain and wounding (personal communication, April
2003). One study in Bangladesh found that 71.5% of burn
victims had “grossly infected wounds” indicating lack of
proper treatment (Kalantry and Kestenbaum 2011, p. 39).
In my own research into medical, legal and rehabilitative
issues in Bangladesh, I came across many patients who
told me that doctors refused to treat them for fear of retali-
ation by the same perpetrators. Some of these perpetrators
were sheltered by powerful political leaders who enabled
them to falsify police reports and bribe state agents not to
file charges. Families of victims faced routine harassment
and threats from the perpetrators as well as their associates
and relatives. Treatment for acid burns requires long-term
care and multiple surgeries stretching over several months
if not years — a process particularly costly and challeng-
ing for victims who, on top of the horrific injuries, face
fear, shame and a lack of resources when pursuing re-
dress. In the case of children or individuals younger than
18 whose bodies are still growing, skin grafting surgeries
must take place in routine intervals.

Another problem that victims face is that they are not
always protected by the laws in their countries. Legis-

lation for criminal prosecution of acid violence perpe-
trators was introduced in Bangladesh in 1984, and in
2002 the Acid Crime Control Act and the Acid Con-
trol Act were enacted. This legislation demands height-
ened penalties and special court procedures for acid at-
tack cases as well as “regulate[s] and monitor[s] the use,
sale, purchase, storage, transportation, import, and ex-
port of acid in Bangladesh” (Kalantry and Kestenbaum
2011, p. 27). While it is commendable that since the intro-
duction of these new laws Bangladesh has seen a 20% de-
crease in acid violence, the legislation nevertheless needs
critical evaluation at both practical implementation and
conceptual framework levels (Kalantry and Kestenbaum
2011, p. 2). In terms of implementation, fewer than one
in five acid attack perpetrators in Bangladesh have been
convicted. Despite the existence of Acid Control Act for
nearly a decade, in Bogra, only 31 out of an estimated
2,800 acid users have licenses. In Satkhira, a district with
high acid violence, only five out of 100 shops that sell acid
have a license (Kalantry and Kestenbaum 2011, p. 29).

With regard to the framing of the law, victims’ bodies
are objectified and compartmentalized to body parts, with
loss or damage to certain parts deemed worthy of higher
punishment. The degree of punishment to be meted out
to the perpetrator is measured against the specific injuries
to the victim. For example, sentences of death penalty or
life imprisonment and a fine of up to Tk. 100,000 ($1,450
USD) are given if the victim loses hearing or sight or if
their face, breasts, or sexual organs are affected. Injuries
to any other part of the body are met with 4–14 years
of imprisonment and a fine of up to Tk. 50,000 ($700
USD) (Kalantry and Kestenbaum 2011, p. 27). By equat-
ing the more severe punishment with the degree of in-
jury and considering sexual organs as more important than
other body parts, the law fails to acknowledge the integrity
and quality of human life as a whole. Additionally, in
cases where the victims are perceived “unmarriageable”
or cannot bear children as a consequence of the attack,
judges are more prone to impose stringent punishment on
the accused. In this way, the assumption that women’s
primary roles in society are those of mother and wife is
validated. Obstacles on so many levels send out a mes-
sage that women are weak and exploitable and that perpe-
trators will not be convicted. These are urgent reminders
that implementation and regular monitoring of law leave
much to be desired.

Institutionalized biases and ineffective legal mecha-
nisms became apparent to me in my discussions with ASF
staff in Bangladesh. The Acid Control Act of Bangladesh
demands special tribunals for acid cases, in which inves-
tigations must be completed within 30 days, with provi-
sion for up to 60-day extension. Trial proceedings must
be completed within 90 days from the date of receipt of
the case (Chowdhury 2011, p. 3). If the proceedings are
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not completed within this time frame, which they often
are not, the accused can be released on bail. My discus-
sions (personal interview, 2003) with the legal coordinator
of the Acid Survivors Foundation revealed that the police
were over-burdened and the 90-day time frame put seri-
ous pressure on them, particularly in light of the fact that
in Bangladesh, there is about one police officer for every
1,138 inhabitants (Kalantry and Kestenbaum 2011, p. 29).

In the various cases I have tracked in my research,
common patterns emerged where victims and their fam-
ilies had to pay bribes to file a complaint or the First In-
formation Report (FIR). Information on the FIR was of-
ten falsified by the police upon threat and intimidation
by powerful perpetrators and their political associates.
Victims and families were threatened and offered money
and even awkward marriage of victim to perpetrator as a
means to keep them silent and drop charges. I found cases
where young girls were married off to the same men who
had thrown acid at them because their families found that
to be the most logical arrangement in a situation where
they lacked social and economic security and were faced
with a legal system to which they had minimum access.
Complicated, lengthy and inadequate forensic procedures
contributed to delays in filing charges, giving perpetrators
more time to flee. There is only one police laboratory in
Dhaka for the entire country. In many cases in India and
Bangladesh, victims had filed complaints against the per-
petrator prior to the attack for harassment, but the police
neglected to take any action. Victims of acid attacks often
expressed hesitation in contacting the police because of
fear of harassment, ridicule and victim-blaming. The con-
venor of a leading women’s NGO in Bangladesh told me
that the Police Commissioner of Dhaka had expressed to
her the opinion that “Women are like fragrant flowers. It
is only natural that men will pursue them” (Anonymous,
personal communication, April 2003).

While legal structures are important, they can hardly
be effective when inaccessible or irrelevant to the vast
majority of the population, namely women and the poor.
Gender and class biases are institutionalized in the so-
cial and legal structures, which the mere enactment of law
cannot transform. Furthermore, the state occupies an am-
biguous role through the provision of anti-violence leg-
islation while failing to secure processes for its effective
implementation. In Bangladesh, most interventions have
been in the medical and legal fronts, without adequate
attention to the pervasive social and economic vulnera-
bilities of women. These laws are hardly commensurate
with the long term social isolation, stigmatization, dis-
crimination and loss that acid violence survivors, particu-
larly women and girls, experience. In the case of young
teenaged women, they often have to stop going to school
either because of severe health issues or the social stigma
that ensues, thus, limiting their social mobility through a

lack of education. Bina Akhter, a teenaged survivor from
Bangladesh, told me that she was teased relentlessly about
her appearance on the streets. She was even likened to a
“monkey in a zoo” (personal communication, December
2004). Speaking to the specific losses adolescent girls ex-
perienced, Nasreen Huq, the coordinator of the anti acid
violence campaign at the time told me, “It is important
to recognize that these are children we are talking about.
They have a right to live their childhood. They have a
right to be on the streets” (personal communication, April
2003). Her observation reminds us of the urgent need for
human rights advocacy that address deep rooted gendered
and structural inequalities including women’s access to
public space.

6 Conclusion
In Huq’s comment above, she encourages a recognition of
the multiple and complex layers of structural inequalities
when designing meaningful services for victims/survivors
of violence. Such an approach is embedded in Karin
Landgren’s (2005) broad framework to protect vulnera-
ble groups from violence, abuse, and exploitation, which
includes not only attention to harmful “traditional prac-
tices” but also more effective national and international
commitment. In addition, she urges expanding palliative
responses focusing on legal reform and service delivery to
preventive approaches towards systemic change. She sug-
gests a closer cooperation between the human rights and
development communities as a crucial strategy.

It is important to emphasize both the centrality of hu-
man rights to development initiatives and the critical re-
lationship between human rights and national develop-
ment. To that end, Landgren proposes a series of inter-
linked elements for creating and strengthening a secure
environment for vulnerable groups: government commit-
ment and capacity, legislation and enforcement, culture
and customs, open discussion, life skills, knowledge, and
participation, capacity of families and communities, es-
sential services, and monitoring, reporting and oversight
(p. 227). While some of these may appear to be com-
monsensical, the comprehensive and integrated approach
is key. It would create legislation as well as mechanisms
for enforcement and oversight, approach cultural change
in tandem with open dialogue, and promote life skills de-
velopment with provisions for services and the capacity
building of families and communities.

An additional area that is increasingly becoming more
important is the role of the private sector in promoting and
securing human rights, particularly for vulnerable groups.
This is especially important given the role of transna-
tional corporations in the ongoing economic neoliberal re-
structuring wreaking havoc on marginalized populations
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in the Global South. Here, the Avon Global Center Re-
port’s (2011) recommendation to require corporations to
act with due diligence to prevent violations of interna-
tional human rights law is important. The report re-
minds us that even when “governments have not adopted
laws to protect citizens’ human rights, businesses are not
free of a responsibility to act” (Kalantry and Kestenbaum
2011, p. 45). Given that acid violence is recognized as
a gender-based violence prohibited by international hu-
man rights law, states are obligated to act to prevent acid
attacks. Companies that operate in countries where acid
attacks are a problem must ensure safe practices surround-
ing acid’s sale, storage, use, and purchase. In this way, the
private sector must be held more accountable for their op-
erations and practices.

Nurun Nahar, now 32, a survivor of an acid attack
in 1995 and an activist and counselor to acid victims in
Bangladesh, remembers lying in a hospital bed and think-
ing of “The school pranks, walks, giggles, exam notes,
teenage dreams.” The message she now conveys to other
survivors is, “It will hurt; you might not recognize your
face, but if I can get through, so will you” (Das 2011).
The young woman whose fingers were cut off by her hus-
band and who went on to sit for her exams said in an in-
terview, “My right hand has been cut off, but I can use my
other hand” (Buncombe 2011). “With my legal experi-
ence in Bangladesh, I was thinking if I could be a lawyer,
I could better represent myself,” said the assistant profes-
sor of Dhaka University who is currently studying law
(Wells 2013). Indeed, these individual stories of strug-
gle, and survival should not go unmentioned in our in-
vestigation of gender violence and human rights. Tracing
these individual stories of victimization and survival are
critical to understanding the multi-faceted phenomenon of
gender-based violence and for developing just advocacy
pathways. Broadening our analytic framework to address
structural inequalities is key to building better services
and societies for vulnerable groups.
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